DETENTION PROCEDURE It is vital that instructions for detention are correctly applied. WHEN CAN I DETAIN A SOXMIS VEHICLE?
1. You should detain a SOXMIS vehicle in the following circumstances:
a. If it is in a Permanently Restricted Area or a Temporary Restricted Area, except on any autobahn or official autobahn parking place.
SOXMIS are allowed to use all autobahns and official autobahn parking facilities.
b. If the crew is taking a close interest in any military installations, training, vehicles or equipment (Such as taking notes, photographing,
using binoculars or staying in a military convoy).
2. When you have detained a SOXMIS vehicle it may only be released on the authority of the British Liaison Officer to SOXMIS (the BLO).
Remember the following points:
DO
DO NOT
3. a. DO Ensure it is in a Restricted Area, or the crew are in the act of
4. a. DO NOT Pursue a SOXMIS car if it escapes from a Restricted
taking a close interest.
Area; or drives away before you can detain it in the act of taking
b. DO Detain it by boxing it in.
close interest.
c. DO Identify the occupants of the car. Ask to see ID Cards and
b. DO NOT Allow the vehicle to move until the arrival of the BLO.
Special Movement Permits.
c. DO NOT Interrogate the occupants, or try to search or interfere
d. DO Inform Herford Mil 2222.
with the vehicle.
e. DO If asked, allow one of the vehicle occupants to contact his
d. DO NOT Tell the Russians why have detained them.
Mission by using a civilian phone. The Russian must be escorted.
e. DO NOT Use force.
f. DO Use military courtesy.
f. DO NOT Leave the scene until you have seen the BLO.
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